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1 Introduction

Requirements are a part of every project life cycle; everything going forward in a project depends on them. Good requirements are hard to write, there are few useful tools to test, verify, or check them, and it is difficult to properly marry them to the subsequent design, especially if the requirements are written in natural language. In fact, the inconsistencies and errors in the requirements along with the difficulty in finding these errors contribute greatly to the cost of the testing and verification stage of flight software projects.

Large projects tend to have several thousand requirements written at various levels by different groups of people. The design process is distributed and a lack of widely accepted standards for requirements often results in a product that varies widely in style and quality. A simple way to improve this would be to standardize the design process using a set of tools and widely accepted requirements design constraints. The difficulty with this approach is finding the appropriate constraints and tools. Common complaints against the tools available include ease of use, functionality, and available features. Also, although preferable, it is rare that these tools are capable of testing the quality of the requirements.

This report describes an integrated requirements and early design tool for software that attempts to formalize the requirements design process by automatically checking the requirements for quality and consistency. The tool, called Verification and Analysis of Requirements and Early Design (VARED), promotes traceability by using the requirements to influence the early software models in partially automated ways. It continues to tie the first two design stages together by using the requirements to formally verify the early design models that can be created using the tool. By introducing testing, verification, and requirements tracing capabilities in early design stages, the resulting flight software will be more robust, more correct, and easier to test and maintain in later design stages.

The VARED tool chain has several parts, which are shown in Figure 1. The inputs to the tool are natural language requirements that have been written to some common standards as well as a state model of the system under control and its environment. The requirements are then automatically parsed into a formalized requirements language using the state model and Natural Language Processing techniques. The Requirements Conversion Engine (RCE) then automatically converts the formalized requirements into Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) statements. LTL is an appropriate form for using formal methods both on and with the requirements. The Logical Consistency Checker (LCC) formally analyzes the LTL version of the requirements for consistency through satisfiability and vacuity checks, seamlessly incorporating automatic testing and verification of the requirements statements into the design process.

Two tools are then used to design controllers for the system and verify these controllers and the state model against the requirements. The State Based Transition (SBT) Checker and the state model information helps designers create controller models with the appropriate structure needed for the InVeriant symbolic model checker. InVeriant formally verifies the models against the LTL version of the requirements statements, which both incorporates automatic testing and verification for the early design stage of software development, and formally ties the requirements and early design together.

These tools were tested against requirements from several examples, including a real flight project. This tool chain addresses a need in the early stages of software design and its use will help to reduce the number of errors that carry over into subsequent stages of software design. This tool chain and the associated technology development will ultimately help to both reduce overall project cost and increase software robustness and reliability.

This report will describe the advances that were made in the development of this tool. Section 2 will briefly describe concepts needed to understand the rest of the report along with some discussion of other research in this field. Section 3 describes the state model, as that is core to the concepts behind the entire tool chain, which is presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses lessons learned about the design process and systems that can be modeled using these methods, Section 6 provides some examples, and Section 7 concludes the report.
Figure 1: The VARED integrated requirements and early design tool chain.
2 Background Information

2.1 Natural Language Processing

Natural Language Processing (NLP), a branch of artificial intelligence, is a form of human-to-computer interaction where the elements of human (natural) language are formalized after extraction of meaningful information. The translation of natural language (NL) requirements into formal logic has been an active area of research. Some properties of requirements make them a good target for NL work. Requirements are supposed to be unambiguous, and therefore are written in more stylized language. Correct requirement interpretation and formalization depends upon common-sense knowledge and on detailed domain knowledge which is not explicit in any requirements document (e.g., knowing that a voltmeter is a tool). Such knowledge is limitless and not generally available in machine-readable form. NLP of requirements has generally not attempted grand solutions. Researchers instead have focused on one domain and one problem at a time, where they can limit the amounts of common-sense and domain knowledge needed. They have formalized sets of insights that give traction under specific circumstances, and then generalized from a sequence of small wins. Gervasi and Zowghi [1] used a controlled vocabulary and grammar, and devised a formal framework for such requirements into propositional logic formulae that was checked by a theorem-prover for consistency. Achour [2] classifies the linguistic methods as lexical, syntactic, or semantic. In semantic approaches, either parts of speech (substantives, verbs etc.) are analyzed or special sentence constructions are sought. In a syntactical approach, Saeki et al. [3] analyzes the parts of speech (substantives, verbs, etc.) in order to derive a formal specification in which the sentence is translated into a message transmission where verbs are analyzed and declared to be operations (i.e., the message passed between to objects). Chen [4] produces an Entity-Relationship diagram by searching for special sentence constructions that become the basis for certain relations.

NL tools have also been used to translate natural language statements to formal logical specifications. NL2ACTL is a specification tool that provides a prototype translator from natural language expressions to action-based temporal logic (ACTL) formulae [5]. The NL2ACTL system aims to translate NL sentences, written to express behavioral properties of a reactive system, to statements of ACTL. It takes each sentence, parses it, and attempts to complete it by identifying any implicit interpretations that are required to produce a well-formed expression in the ACTL. One issue with this approach is that it depends upon user interaction to resolve ambiguities.

2.2 Linear Hybrid Automata

The tool described in this report is based on creating linear hybrid system models of the early stage design. Linear hybrid systems are versatile instruments that can model many types of systems at a high level. Hybrid systems are prevalent and have a range of uses; therefore, there are several different ways to model them [6]. Two of the most common ways depend on the more interesting control interface for the system; hybrid automata are focused on the discrete mode switching whereas other hybrid systems, sometimes called ODE models, are focused on the continuous dynamics in the discrete modes. In this work, a linear hybrid automata model is used, as the continuous dynamics are restricted to be piecewise constant first derivatives.

A linear hybrid automaton $H$ consists of the following components [7]:

1. A finite, ordered list of controlled state variables and clock timers, $X = \{x_1, x_2, ..., x_n\}$.

2. A finite, ordered list of passive and dependent state variables, $D = \{d_1, ..., d_m\}$. The set of discrete states (or discrete sets of continuous states) of the state variable $d_i \in D$ is $\Lambda_i = \{\lambda_1, ..., \lambda_m\}$.

3. A control graph, $(V, E)$, where $V$ is the set of control modes or locations of the system, and $E$ is the set of control edges or transitions between the different modes of the system.

4. The set of invariants for each location, $\text{inv}(v)$, which are the conditions on the state variables, $X \cup D$, that must be true in that location.

5. The set of flow conditions, $\psi_i : X \rightarrow X$, for location $v_i \in V$, which are the equations that dictate how continuous, controlled states propagate in each location.
6. The set of transition conditions associated with each edge, \( \Sigma \).

7. The set of transition actions or reset equations associated with each edge, \( A \).

8. The initial conditions of the state variables, \( \text{init} \).

### 2.3 Satisfiability and Vacuity

For temporal (non-branching) logic, a formula is satisfiable if there is a model, or a set of state values through time, that makes the formula true. Satisfiability is possible to solve via model checking methodologies \[8\]. This is checked by using a universal model, or a model that allows all traces through the same propositional space as the formula. The formula then is proved satisfiable if the negation of the formula cannot be satisfied by the universal model. This approach to satisfiability checking for linear temporal logic formulas is the one chosen for this tool from a long history of satisfiability checking methodologies \[9, 10, 11, 12\].

Informally, an LTL formula is vacuous in an expression if that expression does not affect the value of the formula. Vacuous formulas can indicate a badly-formed expression or at least an unanticipated result from a specification. It is important to understand the effects of vacuity on a formula, particularly in the face of satisfiability checks. There are several different types of vacuity and ways to check for it \[13\]. Syntactic vacuity \[14\], which is what this tool chain currently checks for, is suitable for detecting the effect of syntactic differences in a formula when an expression is present at most one time in that formula. This type of check is not robust to changes in the semantics of the logic in which it’s expressed; for that, trace vacuity checks are needed \[15\]. This check includes determining if formula can be vacuous in a subformula as well. A further type of vacuity check is necessary for branching logic types, bisimulation vacuity \[16\], but this does not apply to this tool due to the restriction of specifications in LTL.

### 2.4 Model Checking

Verification is a technique to prove the correctness of a system with respect to a specific property using formal methods. Two of the most popular verification techniques are theorem proving and model checking \[16\]. Theorem proving involves using the formal description of the system, which defines sets of axioms and inference rules, to prove specific properties about the system. In model checking, the system is represented as a finite state machine or a set of hybrid automata and some specification, often expressed in temporal logic, is checked by efficiently searching the state space of the system. Model checking is nearly completely automatic, fast, and able to handle somewhat complex systems, while theorem proving is slower and generally needs expert guidance to complete.

Model checkers come in many varieties. The symbolic model checkers designed for systems with no continuous state space, such as Symbolic Model Verifier (SMV) and its variant NuSMV, which verify finite state machines against requirements written in Computation Tree Logic (CTL) and LTL \[17\], and an algorithm for checking Mu-Calculus formulas using CTL requirements \[18\], all use Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) to symbolically represent the state space. These algorithms are capable of verifying systems with hundreds of discrete state variables. Another \( \omega \)-automata based model checker, Simple Promela Interpreter (SPIN), has been demonstrated on several complex distributed systems, including spacecraft control system requirements \[19\]. Other symbolic model checkers, such as Bounded Model Checker \[20\] and HySat \[21\], have moved away from BDDs and instead use propositional satisfiability methods \[22\]. The LCC employs SMV for its satisfiability checking.

There is also a class of symbolic model checkers that can verify hybrid systems that have both discrete and simple continuous states. When the continuous dynamics of these systems are sufficiently simple, it is possible to verify that the execution of the hybrid system will not fall into an unsafe regime \[23\]. There are several symbolic model checking software packages available for the analysis of different variants of hybrid systems and timed automata, including two that are particularly applicable to the systems in this report: HyTech \[7\] and PHAVer \[24\]. PHAVer is a more capable extension of HyTech that is able to exactly verify linear hybrid systems with piecewise constant bounds on continuous state derivatives and is able to handle arbitrarily large numbers due to the use of the Parma Polyhedra Library. Unlike “pure” model checkers that exhaustively and directly search the entire state space, symbolic model checkers are able to abstract the state space, but they still suffer from state space explosion issues to a varying degree. Many state space
reduction techniques and problem abstractions have been explored to try to minimize this problem \[25\], and while some of the reduction techniques are automated \[26\], most of the abstractions are not. The symbolic model checker, InVeriant, is used for checking controllers modeled as linear hybrid automata against the formal specification statements generated from natural language requirements.

3 System Model Description

A key concept to this tool chain is the creation of a state model of the system under control and the environment. This state model concept derives from previous work on State Analysis \[27\] and the Mission Data System \[28, 29\], but has many important differences meant to satisfy the state-based transition requirement that will be described in Section 4. The crux of a state model are the state variables, their associated state values, and if applicable, how they can be controlled.

State variables are extremely important to a system’s model and subsequent control. They tend to be what a designer cares about in the system and should be directly related to both the physical system and the requirements for how it will be controlled. It is useful to define different sets of state variables based on how they will be constrained. The types of state variables that can be defined are passive, controlled, and dependent state variables.

**Definition 3.1.** Passive, or uncontrolled, state variables are properties of the system that are not controlled. For example, the temperature of a device is passive if there are no heating elements or power states available to affect the temperature. Likewise, absolute wind direction is passive because most systems have no means of controlling it.

**Definition 3.2.** Controlled state variables are state variables that are controlled directly. Examples would be the position of a mobile robot or the power state of a heating element.

**Definition 3.3.** Dependent state variables are state variables that are affected by a controlled state variable. The temperature of a device can be a dependent state variable if there are one or more heating elements associated with that device.

Some passive state variables can be described as *stochastic* if there is no model that describes the possible transitions between their states. Other passive state variables are *path-dependent* when the current state value influences possible next values the state variable can take. Part of the model for path-dependent state variables includes a listing of the valid transition paths between the state values. Dependent state variables are a hybrid between passive state variables and controlled state variables. Though state changes of these variables cannot be directly commanded, commands to certain controlled state variables do affect their state values. The model description of these state variables can be complicated. For discrete dependent state variables, transitions between values are guarded by expressions that describe the state values of affecting state variables, both controlled and passive. For continuous dependent state variables, there could be two models; the first is a transition graph between the state values that the variable can take, similar to a path-dependent state variable, and the second is a model that describes the first derivative of the state variable with respect to the state values of affecting state variables, both passive and controlled. The temperature example given above describes this. Temperature ranges such as “less than 50” or “over 200” have transition graphs based on the physical continuous nature of the state variable, however temperature rate of increase or decrease can be affected by a nearby heating element being commanded on or off (controlled state variable), and/or the temperature of the environment (passive state variable).

Controlled state variables similarly have their own model structure. In addition to specifying any path through its state values, if necessary, the designer must also specify the ways that the state variable can be controlled. For a simple heating element that can be commanded on or off, a “reset” controlled constraint, where the value of the state variable is directly assigned by the controller, would be appropriate. Continuous state variables such as position may have “rate” constraints or other such modeled constraints. For each controlled constraint type that a state variable has, an appropriate merge rule must be specified per the designer’s desire. For example, for the heating element example, a designer could chose that a “reset” constraint could only merge with another “reset” constraint if the values constrained (either ON or OFF) are equal. When creating merge rules across different constraint types, the result could be no constraint (a
Table 1: Coffee Pot State Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Name</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heater Temperature</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>Stochastic</td>
<td>HIGH, LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drip Switch</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>Stochastic</td>
<td>OPEN, CLOSED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Switch</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Stochastic</td>
<td>OFF, ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timer Limit</td>
<td>TL</td>
<td>Stochastic</td>
<td>OVER, UNDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating Element</td>
<td>he</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>OFF, ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timer Value</td>
<td>tv</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>(0, ∞)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

failed merge), one of the original constraint types, or a third constraint type. Merges can also be conditional (such as the heating element example given above) or automatic (always possible or always failing).

All state variables can and should be supplemented by aliases and descriptions that will help the NLP tool identify noun phrases that refer to the state variable. These can include acronyms, nicknames, or other known names for the same state variable. The state model for an example coffee pot design problem is outlined in Table 1. Note that things that the human user would affect, like the power switch and the drip switch, are modeled as stochastic, since to the control system for a coffee pot, the state of those things essentially are stochastic. The timer is modeled in a special way to aid in the controller design. The timer limit is chosen due to requirements that are not present, so it is modeled as stochastic. The timer value is a controlled state variable that will get reset, started, or stopped based on states of the system. The heating element controlled state variable has one type of controlled constraint, which is a “reset” type constraint. The timer value, since it is an integer value, has three types of constraints: a “reset” constraint for setting the timer value back to zero, a “rate” constraint for starting the timer, and a “maintenance” constraint for maintaining the current value once the timer is stopped.

The state model is constructed by the requirements engineer by deriving information from the requirements. It should describe the important parts of the system at a high level and how those parts should behave. The interaction between the state variables will be described in the early controller design, which will be modeled as several linear hybrid automata. The state model will be a tool for the requirements engineer to understand if the set of requirements are complete (i.e., is the model answering questions that are not covered in the requirements?) and will be just as likely to need updating as the requirements are when used in the analysis and verification of the requirements and early design. This supplemental step to requirements creation is a manual check of the quality of the requirements before use of the tool even begins.

4 Tool Descriptions

Several different tools work together to formally analyze and verify sets of natural language requirements with respect to a state model and with respect to a model of a controller for the system. Developments on these tools are described in the sections below. The simple coffee pot example described in the previous section will be expanded throughout the discussions of each of the tools.

4.1 Semantic Text Analysis Tool and Edith

Requirements analysis is the very first crucial step in the software development processes. Stating the requirements in a clear and concise manner not only eases the steps in the rest of the process, but also reduces the number of potential errors. The requirements document should contain precise, consistent, and complete descriptions of the functional and non-functional properties of the system to be built. Requirements expressed as natural language text are usually incomplete, inconsistent, and ambiguous. However, requirements are supposed to be unambiguous and correct requirement interpretation and formalization depends upon knowledge that is not explicit in the requirements document. NLP techniques can easily detect the problem associated with requirements expressed as natural language text and suggest solutions.

STAT (Semantic Text Analysis Tool, diagramed in Figure 2) is an NLP tool that can analyze natural language sentences. STAT identifies words and phrases that can be classified using the hierarchical taxonomy in the Aerospace Ontology (AO). The AO includes a wide variety of types of problems...
described in aerospace domains, including hardware problems, human and organizational problems, process problems, paperwork problems, and software problems. STAT identifies each problem tag by matching words and phrases in the text (e.g., “not listed”) to words and phrases listed in each problem category. Words or phrases indicating problems are classified and tagged with a problem category from the ontology. STAT stems the words in the sentence (unclosed = un+close+ed.) Previous work [30, 31] has discussed how STAT uses the scopes to identify negations and similar discrepancy-terms and to determine which words they modify. The semantics of the discrepancy-terms are drawn from the AO and an auxiliary knowledge-base. This gives the capability to extract the same sense from different English phrasings of the same idea, for example. ‘The hatch is unopened’; ‘The hatch isn’t opened’; ‘The hatch is not open.’ This project uses and extends STAT’s capability to parse and scope the natural language sentences from a set of requirements. It focuses on a translation from the compound sentences found in requirements text into formal logic. The STAT software is used to structure and annotate the text, which can then translate to a formal language such as SALT.

The Edith extension (Figure 3) allows STAT to be used to reformulate requirement statements into a structure that can parsed by the Requirements Conversion Engine, if possible. Edith parses the sentences structure, which is naturally normalized by the fairly structured English language found in requirements statements, and replaces common words and phrases with general words associated with LTL semantics. It also queries the state model to find the appropriate form that the subject and other noun phrases should take, so that the formal requirement statements can be used with the state model downstream in the tool chain. If Edith encounters a sentence structure or noun phrase that it does not recognize, the requirement statement is returned to the user with an error message; otherwise, a structured English statement conforming with
the state model terminology is sent to the RCE.

Edith does simple quality checks on requirements statements, such as ensuring that the statement has a “shall” or “must” as required by most requirements standards. Edith also checks all noun phrases against the state model; if no matches are returned, the user is notified and the model can be supplemented or the wording the requirement adjusted to more clearly describe the part of the system being constrained. Edith extends STAT’s capabilities in parsing the English language as well, as often times quantifiers are used in requirements statements, such as “all of” or “at least” or “any.” Negations over conjunctions and disjunctions are handled by Edith, as well as prepositional phrases that handle duration and causation (for the temporal operators).

For the translation into the Structured Assertion Language for Temporal Logic (SALT) syntax, Edith attempts to create expressions from parts of the sentence. It attempts to relate noun phrases that have matching state variables and state variable values in the state model with a logical connector based on the verbs present. For example, variants of “to be,” “get,” “has,” or “made” can imply equality. Other parts of the sentences give clues about how to stitch the logical expressions together. Numerical quantifications are encoded as logical conjunctions, and durations are translated as implications. Finally, all requirements statements that have a “shall” or “must” require an “assert always” to be added to the SALT specification.

The translation of the coffee pot requirements to the proper SALT assertion can be found in Table 2. These requirements were run through STAT/Edith and were generated with the help of the state model presented in Section 3.
Table 2: Coffee Pot Requirements Translation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Natural Language Requirement</th>
<th>SALT Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CP1 The coffee pot shall reset the timer when the main power switch is turned on.</td>
<td>assert always (&quot;PS=OFF&quot; until &quot;PS=ON&quot;) implies next &quot;tv=0&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP2 The coffee pot shall turn off the heating element when the timer is over the limit.</td>
<td>assert always (&quot;TL=OVER&quot; implies &quot;he=OFF&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP3 The coffee pot shall turn off the heating element when the temperature exceeds the maximum value.</td>
<td>assert always (&quot;HT=HIGH&quot; implies &quot;he=OFF&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP4 The coffee pot shall turn on the heating element when the power switch is turned on and the temperature is lower than the maximum limit.</td>
<td>assert always (&quot;PS=ON&quot; and &quot;HT=LOW&quot;) implies &quot;he=ON&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP5 The coffee pot shall turn off the heating element when the drip switch is open.</td>
<td>assert always (&quot;DS=OPEN&quot; implies &quot;he=OFF&quot;)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the legacy and off-the-shelf open source software used by STAT, this is the only tool in the VARED toolkit that has special installation instructions (see Appendix 9.1). As such, the output of Edith is a text file containing the labeled SALT specifications from each of the natural language requirements for use with the RCE.

4.2 Requirements Conversion Engine

The RCE consists of two parts, shown in Figure 4. The first part is a third-party open source package called SALT that translates structured English to LTL. SALT [32] is a temporal specification language designed to create concise statements that are used in model checking and runtime verification. SALT, which is built on the concept of specification patterns [33], provides common temporal operators and a variety of different constructs such as exception operators, counting quantifiers, and support for simplified regular expressions. The SALT language consists of the three layers, each covering different aspects of a specification [34]:

- The propositional layer provides the atomic, Boolean propositions as well as the well-known Boolean operators.
- The temporal layer encapsulates the main features of the SALT language for specifying temporal system properties. The layer is divided into a future fragment and a symmetrical past fragment.
- The timed layer adds real-time constraints to the language. It is equally divided into a future and a past fragment, similar to the temporal layer.

In VARED, only the propositional and temporal layers are currently used.

SALT has a free compiler which takes the SALT specification as input and returns a temporal logic formula. The SALT compiler supports the syntax of both the Symbolic Model Verifier (SMV) [15] and SPIN [35] model checking tools. An additional feature of SALT is that it can be automatically translated into LTL and can be used as a front end to existing model checking and runtime verification tools. In the current configuration, SALT outputs LTL statements in LTLSPEC, which is SMV’s syntax [18].

The second part of the RCE takes the LTL output and converts it to a form that can be used by the downstream tools. The RCE returns requirements statements written in LTL in PANDA [36] syntax, which is used by the LCC directly and the InVeriant model checker indirectly. The coffee pot example requirements in the Portfolio Approach to Navigate the Design of Automata (PANDA) syntax can be found in Table 3.
Table 3: Coffee Pot Formal Requirements in PANDA Syntax

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement in PANDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CP1 $G((PS = OFF)U(PS = ON)) → (X(tv = 0))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP2 $G((TL = OVER) → (he = OFF))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP3 $G((HT = HIGH) → (he = OFF))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP4 $G(((PS = ON)&amp;(HT = LOW)) → (he = ON))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP5 $G((DS = OPEN) → (he = OFF))$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3 Logical Consistency Checker

The LCC, depicted in Figure 5, provides two functionalities, satisfiability and vacuity checks for ensuring the consistency of the formal requirement statements against the state model. First, it uses PANDA [36] to format the LTL formulas in conjunction with formalized state model properties to create an SMV input file. The state model information is added to each requirement in a way that restricts the value of any state variable that is present in the original requirement to be only one of its modeled values at a time. Essentially, this means that the LCC creates an exclusive or (XOR) formula for each state variable and adds these using a logical conjunction to all formal specifications that have that state variable present in any expression. This ensures that requirements constraining a single state variable to be two different values at the same time will be caught by the satisfiability checker.

After the requirements have been manipulated appropriately, PANDA selects the correct way to encode the LTL statement based on available options to create an input file that can be checked for satisfiability using SMV. This is achieved by model checking the negative of LTL statement against a universal model; if the output returned is “False,” the requirement is satisfiable against the model. Currently the LCC only automatically checks single requirements at a time from the output of the RCE (in fact, in the current implementation, the satisfiability checker runs concurrently with the RCE), but it would be simple to manually combine requirements statements in order to check the satisfiability of a set of requirements concurrently.

For its second functionality, the LCC takes the requirement statements and checks them for vacuity [13]. Because most of the requirement statements are constructed using implication and not bi-conditional statements, the satisfiability checks are often vacuously true. Therefore, understanding if vacuity is affecting the satisfiability check is important to judging the consistency of the requirements.

The vacuity checker is a syntactic vacuity checker. It works by replacing an expression in the statement by either “false” or “true” based on the original expression. This technique is limited to formulae that have only one instance of the expression in question. Because LTL is a non-branching logic, trace vacuity gives the most accurate and complete answer to the vacuity question; it is a future work item to be able to accommodate this instead. The LCC provides the user feedback on requirements statements that are vacuous or unsatisfiable so that the user can correct the initial requirement or the state model of the system as necessary.

When the coffee pot requirements were run through the LCC, none of the requirements were found to
be unsatisfiable (as expected), but several were vacuous in certain expressions, as listed in Table 4. These could be run back through the satisfiability checker replacing the vacuous expression with the value “true” or “false” that does not vacuously satisfy the overall formula to ensure that the satisfiability check was correct.

### 4.4 State Based Transition Checker

Once requirements are written and checked for consistency, it is important to use them effectively in subsequent design efforts. Proper testing and verification measures the design against the requirements, and this is aided by tools that formally link requirements to the design. A tool that promotes requirements traceability as well as providing design inputs from the state model is described here. Since the ultimate goal of the VARED tool chain is to verify the controller model against the requirements, it is important to prepare for this verification during the design stage. The design-for-verification approach has been shown to increase the capacity of symbolic model checkers for systems with many states. In this case, to counteract the state-space explosion and abstraction problems faced by many verification techniques, systems are designed to be “state-based,” as defined below.

A state-based system is defined as follows.

**Definition 4.1.** Let \( D = \{d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_n\} \) be the set of passive and dependent state variables. Then, let \( \Gamma \) be the passive state space, \( \Gamma = \Lambda_1 \times \Lambda_2 \times \ldots \times \Lambda_n \). If for each state \( \gamma_i \in \Gamma \), there exists at least one location, \( v_j \in V \), such that the passive state satisfies the invariant, \( v_j = \text{inv}(v_j) \), then the hybrid automaton has state-based transitions.

An example system that does not have state-based transitions is shown in Figure 6. In this example, \( D = \{\text{SH}\} \) and \( \Lambda = \{\text{GOOD, FAIR, POOR}\} \). The invariants of the locations constrain only two of the three possible modeled states that the system health (SH) state variable may have. While this construction is valid, there is no way to predict what will happen to the execution when the FAIR state occurs; however, the addition of the final passive constraint to the invariant of an existing or a new location would give the system state-based transitions. A redesigned hybrid automaton with state-based transitions is shown in Figure 7. Both of the coffee pot controllers, shown in Figure 8, were found to have state-based transitions.

A complex system may require several dependent concurrently executed hybrid automata. However, composing these hybrid automata into one that describes the entire system can cause an explosion in the number of discrete locations and transitions between those locations. Even for simple systems, it can be painstaking to check that the model is state-based by hand; therefore, the software program, SBT Checker, has been created to aid in the design process. To simplify the design process further, it has been shown that if the individual state machines that contribute to the overall hybrid system have state-based transitions and all controlled constraints are consistent, the overall hybrid system has state-based transitions.

The SBT Checker leverages this modularity to check that each hybrid automaton has state-based transitions. The algorithm involves comparing the passive constraints in each location’s invariant to each passive state in the state space \( \Gamma \) for the passive state variables in \( D \). The output of the SBT Checker software for the hybrid automaton in Figure 6 would be \( \text{SH} \neq \text{FAIR} \). The output for the redesigned automaton with state-based transitions in Figure 7 would be \( \text{False} \). The controlled state variable’s consistency constraint is checked upon the hybrid automata’s composition to a single hybrid system in the verification software described in the next section.

---

**Table 4:** Coffee Pot Formal Requirements Vacuity Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement in PANDA</th>
<th>Vacuous Expressions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CP1 ( G(((PS = OFF) U (PS = ON)) \rightarrow (X(tv = 0))) )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP2 ( G((TL = OVER) \rightarrow (he = OFF)) )</td>
<td>( TL = OVER )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP3 ( G((HT = HIGH) \rightarrow (he = OFF)) )</td>
<td>( HT = HIGH )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP4 ( G(((PS = ON) \land (HT = LOW)) \rightarrow (he = ON)) )</td>
<td>( PS = ON ), ( HT = LOW )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP5 ( G((DS = OPEN) \rightarrow (he = OFF)) )</td>
<td>( DS = OPEN )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Figure 6:** Hybrid automaton that does not have state-based transitions.

**Figure 7:** Hybrid automaton that has state-based transitions.
The SBT Checker tool allows several separate automata per input file, and also takes the state model as an input. Each automaton is then compared against the state model and the state values that are missing from the controller constraints are returned. These missing state values represent modeled states of the system that are not accommodated for in the given controller; intuitively, means that these states beget essentially stochastic controller selection since no deterministic assignment has been identified.

### 4.5 InVeriant

The InVeriant model checker leverages the special relationship between the invariant and the transition conditions for a hybrid system with state-based transitions. In a passive system with state-based transitions, if the state variables that are constrained in its locations have discrete states that are all reachable from each other, then each location in the system is reachable from any other location in the system. In this case, locations that satisfy the unsafe set are reachable if they exist. The InVeriant software creates the locations and invariants from the individual hybrid automata and composes it with the unsafe set constraints to find unsafe locations.

While the assumption that the discrete states of the passively constrained state variables are reachable is usually a good one, there are times when it is not. In general, these passive state variables are health states or uncontrollable states of the environment that affect the way the system accomplishes a task. If there was a health or environment state value that was not reachable, it would not be modeled. However, continuous dependent state variables such as energy or temperature may be constrained without knowing if a discrete set of states is reachable. These continuous, rate-driven dependent state variables have models whose discrete states do not match or correspond with the discrete sets of states that are passively constrained in the hybrid system. The discrete states in the model represent different rates of change of the state variable, whereas the discrete sets of states constrained passively in the hybrid system depend on the continuous state space of the state variable.

The unsafe set is generated directly from the formal requirement statements, and is a collection of disjoint sets of constraints, $\mathcal{Z} = \{\zeta_1, \ldots, \zeta_n\}$, where each disjoint set of constraints, $\zeta_i = \{z_{i1}, \ldots, z_{in}\}$, has separate
constraints on individual state variables, and each separate constraint $z \in (X^d \cup \dot{X}^c \cup D \cup \dot{D}^c) \times Q \times (\mathbb{R} \cup \Lambda)$ constrains a discrete controllable state variable ($X^d$), the rate of a continuous controllable state variable ($\dot{X}^c$), a passive state variable, or the rate of a continuous, rate-driven dependent state variable. $Q$ is the set of equality and inequality operators. The sets $\zeta$ of unsafe constraints are analogous to locations of the hybrid system, though the different sets in $Z$ are not necessarily incompatible with one another; they are simply separate unsafe conditions against which the designer wishes to verify the system.

The verification algorithm goes through the following steps to verify a system versus the unsafe set, $Z$. A representation of this algorithm is shown in Fig. 9.

1. Find all locations $v \in V$ by composing the individual hybrid automata. Merge controlled constraints in each location and record any inconsistent controlled constraints. If there are any, stop and report which constraints are inconsistent. If not, continue.

2. For each $d_i \in D$, the set of discrete states constrained passively in the hybrid system is $\Lambda_i$. Let $\mathcal{M}_i$ be the model of $d_i$, where $\mu_i \in \mathcal{M}_i$ is a discrete location in the model. For $d_i \in D^c$, $\Lambda_i \equiv \mathcal{M}_i$. However, for $d_i \in D^c$, the discrete sets are not always equivalent. Set $V' = V$; for each $d_i \in D^c$ such that $\Lambda_i \neq \mathcal{M}_i$, $V' = V' \cap \mathcal{M}_i = \{v_i \cap \mu_i | \forall v_i \in V, \forall \mu_i \in \mathcal{M}_i, v_i, \mu_i \text{ are consistent}\}$. A composed location $v' = v \circ \mu$ is defined as having a combined invariant, $\psi(v') = \psi(v) \land \psi(\mu)$ and combined flow conditions, $\psi_{v'} = \psi_v \land \psi_\mu$.

3. For each $\zeta \in Z$, find the composition of the hybrid system and the unsafe set, $Y_\zeta = V' \circ \zeta = \{v_j \circ \xi | \forall v_j \in V, v_j \text{ and } \zeta \text{ are consistent}\}$. Note that in this case, like the dependent case above, flow equations on the same state variable are consistent if they can be merged, but that they are equal. Label all locations $y \in Y_\zeta$ as unsafe and output them.

4. Let the function $\text{cons}(\cdot)$ return the constrained value of a state variable when the function is given that state variable and a location (or set of constraints) as inputs. If there exists a $d_i \in D^c$ such that $\text{cons}(d_i, y)$ exists, then a path must be found from $\text{init}(d_i)$ to $\text{cons}(d_i, y)$. There exists some $\lambda_j^i, \lambda_i^f \in \Lambda_i$ such that $\text{init}(d_i) \in \lambda_j^i$ and $\text{cons}(d_i, y) \cap \lambda_i^f \neq \emptyset$, where $\Lambda_i = \{\lambda_1^i, ..., \lambda_j^i, ..., \lambda_i^f, ..., \lambda_n^i\}$ is a forward or backward ordered set. Let $\Lambda_i^c = \{\lambda_j^i, ..., \lambda_i^f\}$ be the set containing the two discrete sets of passively constrained values that satisfy the initial and unsafe constraints and all discrete sets of states in between. Then for each $\lambda_i^j \in \Lambda_i^c$, a location $v \in V'$ must be found such that $\lambda_i^f = \text{inv}(v) \land (\text{sign}(\text{cons}(d_i, v)) = \text{sign}(\text{cons}(d_i, y) - \text{init}(d_i)))$ is true. If such a path can be found, the unsafe set is reachable. This is not yet implemented in the current version of InVeriant.

This procedure is guaranteed by construction to find all locations in which unsafe conditions can occur. By leveraging the system’s structure, this method is more efficient than other symbolic model checkers such as PHAVer and HyTech that deal with similar types of systems and it also allows some reasoning about the flow of continuous state variables. Currently, there is no automatic way to create unsafe set representations as locations of an automaton needed for InVeriant, so manual incorporation is necessary. Due to the lack of ability to represent a disjunction between passive and controlled state variable constraints in the current model framework, these are instead represented as separate unsafe locations with no loss of correctness. The formal requirement statements must also be negated for proper combination with the overall controller automaton. Automation of the proper incorporation of the unsafe set directly from the RCE output is a future goal.

To complete the coffee pot example, the model and controller automata were run through InVeriant along with the formal requirements in unsafe location form, and the model checker found that Requirement CP4 did not hold when the controller was in the combined locations “HeaterElementOff+TimerExpired” and “HeaterElementOff+TimerRunning.” This is because Requirement C4 does not take into account the timer value, which also affects the powered state of the heating element as per CP2. Therefore, to have a requirement that dictates when the heating element is on, all such affecting state variables must be included. Updating CP4 to “The coffee pot shall turn on the heating element when the power switch is turned on, the timer is running, and the temperature is lower than the maximum limit.” allowed the coffee pot controllers to satisfy all requirements.
5 Requirements Engineering and Early Design Process

During the development of the examples used to test the tool chain, a design process was developed and analyzed with an eye towards the types of systems and requirements that would most benefit from the use of this tool. The design process, which results in three products (requirements, state model, and controller model), is outlined here.

Requirements engineering is the art of describing a specific need within an appropriate scope. Defining the parameters of how the need must be addressed is the root of requirements. Requirements have different levels; the first level of requirements speak in general about the problem to be solved. As more levels of requirements are generated, the specifications become more detailed. Requirements at the subsystem level should fully constrain the design space in which the system is to be created; however, they should not overconstrain it. This design process assumes a nominal requirements engineering process in which designers follow basic best-practices when designing requirements. The requirements that work best with this tool are those that constrain the control space of a software system. Since the process is state-based, requirements that indicate changes of state that affect the system are best suited for this tool chain. In general, functional requirements are the type that fits this definition.

The state model described in Section 3 derives from the requirements. State variables and their associated values are found in the requirements; complete sets of requirements should cover all values that a state variable can take in order to cover controller behavior in all modeled states. Controlled constraints and merge conditions on those constraints should be derived from requirements, as well. If while generating the model necessary for this tool chain, a designer uncovers questions unanswered by the requirements, then it is likely that the set of requirements is incomplete and that must be remedied.

The controller model is designed based on the state model and the requirements, using the SBT Checker tool. As design decisions are made that determine behavior (not just model abstraction decisions), these must cause updates of the requirements, the state model, or both. Controller design follows the definition of linear hybrid automata given in Section 2.2. Both the state model and the controller model are specified in XML format; the requirements must have a label in square brackets proceeding each requirements, and are specified in a text file.
6 Examples

Two other examples were used to test and validate the VARED tool chain, and they are described in this section.

6.1 Vending Machine

The Vending Machine example describes a simple machine that vends selected items when available and enough money has been collected. The requirements, model, and early controller design are outlined here, along with results of using the verification and analysis tool.

Table 5 lists the requirements for the vending machine example, along with their translations to SALT. A summary of the state model for the vending machine can be found in Table 6. As with the coffee pot example, the state variables that are affected by the human user are modeled as passive. The coin value state variable models which coins are inserted. It is path-dependent because it assumes a value of zero for any time periods during which a new coin is not entered. If another assumption made is that the rate of the controller is faster than it is possible for a human to enter consecutive coins, the coin value state variable would need to visit the value of zero between each other value. The time period assumption is important to the verification of the controller, in order to ensure that coins are not missed by the controller as they are inserted.

When the formalized requirements statements were run through the LCC, all came back as satisfiable. The vacuity check did find several expressions, however. These are listed in Table 7. No changes to the requirements were made based on this analysis.

The controller model was subsequently created, and it is made up of four separate automata, each of which covers some subset of the requirements. Figures 10 and 11 illustrate these controller models. The Coin Insertion Controller depicted in Figure 10a dictates reactions to the coin value state variable and derives from requirements VM1-VM3. In particular, the coin count is increased when a coin is deposited until it reaches or exceeds the default price. At that point, any coins deposited will be returned. The Display Choice Controller in Figure 10b determines what is displayed at the user prompt, and derives from requirements VM4-VM6. The Coin Return Controller in Figure 11a determines the machine’s behavior when the coin return button is pressed and derives from requirement VM7. Finally, the Dispense Selection Controller in Figure 11b controls when an item is dispensed and derives from requirements VM8-VM9.

When the controller models were run through the SBT Checker design for verification tool, it was found that the Display Choice Controller was missing a control law for the state CA=AVAILABLE & IM=ENOUGH & SB=SELECTION. Since this state describes when the machine is vending, a new state was added to the display choice controlled state variable (VENDING), and a new location was added to the Display Choice Controller, as shown in Figure 12.

Subsequently, the controllers were checked with the InVeriant model checker against the negation of the requirements (as the unsafe set). InVeriant failed to merge controlled constraints on the change state variable for two locations, one in the Coin Insertion Controller (NotEnoughMoney) and the Coin Return Controller (CoinReturn). Both locations constrain the change state variable using a “reset” controlled constraint, and the modeled guard on allowing merges on two “reset” constraints require the constrained values to be the same. In this case, the merger of these two locations would more aptly be modeled by summing the constrained values of the two “reset” constraints; in order to make this change in the state model, however, the Dispense Selection Controller must be updated to guard against dispensing an item at the same time as the coin return is pressed. Without this update, shown in Figure 13, the controller would reward a tricky customer with a free item as it both dispensed the selection and returned its full cost.

With the merge conflict resolved, InVeriant was able to check the controller model against the unsafe set. The verification run found that two requirements could be violated by certain controller locations. Both requirements VM5 and VM8 would fail in locations where the appropriate invariant conditions were satisfied and the selection was not available. For requirement VM5, the controller was written that it would default to the MAKEANOTHERSELECTION message if a selection was not available regardless of the amount of money input. For requirement VM8, the selection would not dispense if it was unavailable. In both cases, simply adding the phrase “and the selection is available” to the requirement satisfied both the intent of the requirements and the verification of the controller model.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>SALT Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VM1</td>
<td>The vending machine software shall add coin value to the coin count when a coin is inserted. assert always (“CV!=0” implies next “ccAdd=CV”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM2</td>
<td>The vending machine software shall display current coin count. assert always (“dm=cc”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM3</td>
<td>The vending machine software shall not accept coins if enough money inserted. assert always (“IM=ENOUGH” implies (“CV=0” or “ch=CV”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM4</td>
<td>The vending machine software shall display a message “Make a Selection” if there is no selection chosen. assert always (“SB=NOSELECTION” implies “dc=MAKESELECTION”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM5</td>
<td>The vending machine software shall display a message “Insert Money” if the selection is chosen, but not enough money inserted. assert always (&quot;SB=SELECTION&quot; &amp; “IM=NOTENOUGH”) implies (“dc=INSERTMONEY”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM6</td>
<td>The vending machine software shall display a message “Make Another Selection” if the selection is not available. assert always (&quot;SB=SELECTION&quot; &amp; “CA=UNAVAILABLE”) implies (“dc=ANOTHERSELECTION”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM7</td>
<td>The vending machine software shall return the inserted money if the coin return button is pushed. assert always (“CR=RETURN” implies (“ch=cc” &amp; “cc=0”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM8</td>
<td>The vending machine software shall dispense the selection, if enough money inserted. assert always (“IM=ENOUGH” &amp; “SB=SELECTION”) implies (“ds=DISPENSING”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM9</td>
<td>The vending machine software shall calculate and dispense the change, if selection dispensed. assert always (“ds=DISPENSING” implies (“ccSub=100” &amp; “cc=0”)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 6: Vending Machine State Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Name</th>
<th>Abbrev.</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inserted Money</td>
<td>IM</td>
<td>Stochastic</td>
<td>ENOUGH, NOTENOUGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coin Return</td>
<td>CR</td>
<td>Stochastic</td>
<td>COLLECT, RETURN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection Button</td>
<td>SB</td>
<td>Stochastic</td>
<td>NOSELECTION, SELECTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice Available</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Stochastic</td>
<td>AVAILABLE, UNAVAILABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coin Value</td>
<td>CV</td>
<td>Path-Dependent</td>
<td>0, 5, 10, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coin Count</td>
<td>cc</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>[0, 120] ∈ ℤ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>ch</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>[0, 145] ∈ ℤ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispense Selection</td>
<td>ds</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>DISPENSING, NOTDISPENSING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display Choice</td>
<td>dc</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>MAKESELECTION, INSERTMONEY, ANOTHERSELECTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display Money</td>
<td>dm</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>[0.0, 1.20] ∈ ℜ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7: Vending Machine Formal Requirements Vacuity Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement in PANDA</th>
<th>Vacuous Expressions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VM1</td>
<td>G((CV ≠ 0) → (X(ccAdd = CV)))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM2</td>
<td>G(dn = cc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM3</td>
<td>G((IM = ENOUGH) → ((CV = 0)((ch = CV))))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM4</td>
<td>G((SB = NOSELECTION) → (dc = MAKESELECTION))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM5</td>
<td>G((SB = SELECTION) &amp; (IM = NOTENOUGH) → (dc = INSERTMONEY))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM6</td>
<td>G(((SB = SELECTION) &amp; (CA = UNAVAILABLE) → (dc = ANOTHERSELECTION))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM7</td>
<td>G((CR = RETURN) → ((ch = cc) &amp; (cc = 0)))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM8</td>
<td>G(((IM = ENOUGH) &amp; (SB = SELECTION) → (ds = DISPENSING))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM9</td>
<td>G((ds = DISPENSING) → ((ccSub = 100) &amp; (cc = 0)))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
One final unsafe location was found, which also violated Requirement VM8. The controller location that results from the state when the vending machine was about to dispense a selection (that was available and for which enough money had been entered), but the tricky customer hits the coin return button. In this case, the vending machine does not dispense the item, and rightfully so. The correct update for this failure is to append another phrase to this requirement stipulating the state of the coin return button.

6.2 Simplified Aid for Extravehicular Activity Rescue Example

The VARED tool was demonstrated on a real-world example, the International Space Station (ISS) Simplified Aid for EVA Rescue (SAFER). The ISS SAFER, Figure 14, is a small, self-contained, 24-jet free-flyer that provides adequate propellant and control capability to allow an extravehicular activity (EVA) crew member to maneuver near the ISS. The ISS SAFER is controlled in six degrees-of-freedom through crew person inputs from a single hand controller that is attached to the ISS SAFER. The avionics software consists of four subsystems: Activation, Motion Control, Command Interpreter, and Fault Detection and Checkout. These subsystems work together to take crew member inputs from the controller and to safely and reliably translate them into the appropriate thruster firings. The requirements for this software currently exist, and a subset of the software requirements were used. Requirements were mainly selected based on relevance to a type of controller, for example, the Automatic Attitude Hold (AAH) controller or controllers affected by Hand Controller Module (HCM) inputs, for ease of modeling. The full list of requirements used is as follows:

IS121 The ISS SAFER avionics software shall initiate activation when the HCM Power/Test Switch is moved from the “OFF” position to the “ON” position.

IS133 The ISS SAFER avionics software shall initiate activation when the HCM Power/Test Switch is moved from the “OFF” position to the “TSTON” position.

IS065 The ISS SAFER avionics software shall initiate the AAH after seating the thrusters during activation.

IS012 The ISS SAFER avionics software shall ignore any hand controller rotation command present at the
Figure 11: Vending Machine Controllers. a) Coin Return Controller, b) Dispense Selection Controller.

Figure 12: Redesigned Display Choice Controller based on SBT Checker analysis.
time AAH is initiated until a return to the off condition is detected for that axis or until AAH is disabled.

IS015 The ISS SAFER avionics software shall terminate the AAH for all three axes if valid rate sensor data is not received for more than one second.

IS067 The ISS SAFER avionics software shall determine whether the system is in the rotate or translate mode based on the control mode switch position.

IS068 The ISS SAFER avionics software shall interpret the 4 axis inputs as X, pitch, yaw, and roll if the control mode switch is in the rotate position.

IS069 The ISS SAFER avionics software shall interpret the 4 axis inputs as X, pitch, Y, and Z if the control mode switch is in the translate position.

IS070 The ISS SAFER avionics software shall prioritize the pilot translational commands such that acceleration is provided only along one translational axis with the priority being X first, Y second, and Z third.

IS017 The ISS SAFER avionics software shall enable the AAH on all three rotational axes if an AAH button single click is indicated by the HCM.

IS076 The ISS SAFER avionics software shall perform the following actions when AAH is enabled:

(a) Enable AAH for all three axes.
(b) Set the displacement estimates of the three axes to zero.
(c) Set the AAH mode to deceleration.
(d) Light the HCM AAH light-emitting diode (LED).

IS016 The ISS SAFER avionics software shall disable the AAH on an axis if a crew member rotation command is initiated for that axis.

IS018 The ISS SAFER avionics software shall disable the AAH on all three rotational axes if an AAH button double click is indicated by the HCM.

IS077 The ISS SAFER avionics software shall perform the following actions when the AAH is disabled:

(a) Disable AAH for all three axes.
(b) Set the AAH mode to OFF.
(c) Turn OFF the HCM AAH LED.

IS019 The ISS SAFER avionics software shall terminate the AAH for all three axes if a Self-Test is initiated.

The ISS SAFER model is summarized in Table 8. The model is split between physical state variables (buttons on the Hand Controller Module, sensors, thruster) and software or virtual state variables. The physical state variables are modeled as passive state variables, and the software state variables are generally modeled as controlled state variables. Two exceptions are the sw_control_activation and the sw_self_test state variables. These are modeled as passive because the requirements that dictate when these state variables change values were not included in this example. To do so would have added more complexity to an already lengthy example, but there are no technical reasons why these requirements could not also have been handled.

The corresponding SALT code is as follows:

IS121 assert always ("hcm_power=OFF" and next "hcm_power=ON") implies next "sw_control_activation=1")

IS133 assert always ("hcm_power=OFF" and next "hcm_power=TSTON") implies next "sw_control_activation=1")

IS065 assert always ("sw_control_activation=3" implies ("sw_aah.power.pitch=ENABLED" and

Figure 14: SAFER.
Table 8: ISS SAFER State Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hcm_power</td>
<td>Stochastic</td>
<td>ON, OFF, TSTON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hcm_control_mode</td>
<td>Stochastic</td>
<td>TRANS, ROT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hcm_aah_button</td>
<td>Path-Dependent</td>
<td>SINGLECLICK DOUBLECLICK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hcm_aah_led</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>ON, OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hcm_input1</td>
<td>Path-Dependent</td>
<td>ZERO, PLUS, PLUS MINUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hcm_input2</td>
<td>Path-Dependent</td>
<td>ZERO, PLUS, MINUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hcm_input3</td>
<td>Path-Dependent</td>
<td>ZERO, PLUS, MINUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hcm_input4</td>
<td>Path-Dependent</td>
<td>ZERO, PLUS, MINUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thrusters</td>
<td>Stochastic</td>
<td>SEATED NOTSEATED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rateSensor_imuHealth</td>
<td>Stochastic</td>
<td>GOOD, FAIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sw_control_mode</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>TRANS, ROT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sw_aah_power_pitch</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>DISABLED ENABLED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sw_aah_power_yaw</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>DISABLED ENABLED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sw_aah_power_roll</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>DISABLED ENABLED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sw_aah_mode_pitch</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>OFF, DECEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sw_aah_mode_yaw</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>OFF, DECEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sw_aah_mode_roll</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>OFF, DECEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sw_control_xdot</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>HCM_INPUT1 NOTASSIGNED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sw_control_ydot</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>HCM_INPUT3 NOTASSIGNED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sw_control_zdot</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>HCM_INPUT4 NOTASSIGNED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sw_control_yawdot</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>HCM_INPUT3 NOTASSIGNED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sw_control_pitchdot</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>HCM_INPUT2 NOTASSIGNED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sw_control_rolldot</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>HCM_INPUT4 NOTASSIGNED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sw_control_activation</td>
<td>Path-Dependent</td>
<td>OFF, 1, 2, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sw_control_self_test</td>
<td>Stochastic</td>
<td>IDLE, ACTIVE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"sw_aah_power_yaw=ENABLED" and
"sw_aah_power_roll=ENABLED")

IS015  assert always ("rateSensor_imuHealth=FAIL" implies
("sw_aah_mode_pitch=OFF" and "sw_aah_mode_yaw=OFF"
and "sw_aah_mode_roll=OFF"))

IS067a  assert always ("hcm_control_mode=TRANS" implies
"sw_Control_mode=TRANS")

IS067b  assert always ("hcm_control_mode=ROT" implies
"sw_Control_mode=ROT")

IS068  assert always ("hcm_control_mode=ROT" implies
("sw_control_xdot=HCM_INPUT_1" and
"sw_control_pitchdot=HCM_INPUT_2" and
"sw_control_yawdot=HCM_INPUT_3" and
"sw_control_rolldot=HCM_INPUT_4" and
"sw_control_ydot=NOTASSIGNED" and
"sw_control_zdot=NOTASSIGNED")

IS069  assert always ("hcm_control_mode=TRANS" implies
("sw_control_xdot=HCM_INPUT_1" and
"sw_control_pitchdot=HCM_INPUT_2" and
"sw_control_ydot=HCM_INPUT_3" and
"sw_control_zdot=HCM_INPUT_4" and
"sw_control_yawdot=NOTASSIGNED" and
"sw_control_rolldot=NOTASSIGNED")

IS070a  assert always ("hcm_control_mode=TRANS" and
("hcm_aah_input1=PLUS" or "hcm_aah_input1=MINUS")
implies ("sw_control_xdot=HCM_INPUT_1" and
"sw_control_ydot=NOTASSIGNED" and
"sw_control_zdot=NOTASSIGNED")

IS070b  assert always ("hcm_control_mode=TRANS" and "hcm_aah_input1=ZERO" and ("hcm_aah_input3=PLUS" or "hcm_aah_input3=MINUS")
implies ("sw_control_ydot=HCM_INPUT_3" and
"sw_control_zdot=NOTASSIGNED")

IS070c  assert always ("hcm_control_mode=TRANS" and "hcm_aah_input1=ZERO" and "hcm_aah_input3=ZERO" and ("hcm_aah_input4=PLUS" or "hcm_aah_input4=MINUS")
implies "sw_control_zdot=HCM_INPUT_4")

IS017  assert always ("hcm_aah_button=SINGLECLICK" implies
("sw_aah_power_pitch=ENABLED" and
"sw_aah_power_yaw=ENABLED" and
"sw_aah_power_roll=ENABLED")

IS076  assert always ("hcm_aah_button=SINGLECLICK" implies
("sw_aah_power_pitch=ENABLED" and
"sw_aah_power_yaw=ENABLED" and
"sw_aah_power_roll=ENABLED" and
"sw_aah_mode_pitch=DECEL" and
"sw_aah_mode_yaw=DECEL" and
"sw_aah_mode_roll=DECEL" and "hcm_aah_led=ON")
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IS016a assert always ("hcm_aah_input2=PLUS" or
"hcm_aah_input2=MINUS") implies "sw_aah_mode_pitch=OFF")

IS016b assert always ("hcm_control_mode=ROT" and
("hcm_aah_input3=PLUS" or "hcm_aah_input3=MINUS")
implies "sw_aah_mode_yaw=OFF")

IS016c assert always ("hcm_control_mode=ROT" and
("hcm_aah_input4=PLUS" or "hcm_aah_input4=MINUS")
implies "sw_aah_mode_roll=OFF")

IS018 assert always ("hcm_aah_button=DOUBLECLICK" implies
("sw_aah_power_pitch=DISABLED" and
"sw_aah_power_yaw=DISABLED" and
"sw_aah_power_roll=DISABLED")

IS077 assert always ("hcm_aah_button=DOUBLECLICK" implies
("sw_aah_power_pitch=DISABLED" and
"sw_aah_power_yaw=DISABLED" and
"sw_aah_power_roll=DISABLED" and "sw_aah_mode_pitch=OFF" and
"sw_aah_mode_roll=OFF" and
"hcm_aah_led=OFF")

IS019 assert always ("sw_control_self_test=ACTIVE" implies
("sw_aah_mode_pitch=OFF" and "sw_aah_mode_yaw=OFF" and
"sw_aah_mode_roll=OFF")

IS012a assert always ("sw_aah_mode_pitch=DECEL" and
"sw_aah_power_pitch=ENABLED") implies
("sw_control_pitchdot=NOTASSIGNED" until
("sw_aah_mode_pitch=OFF" or
"sw_aah_power_pitch=DISABLED")

IS012b assert always ("sw_aah_mode_yaw=DECEL" and
"sw_aah_power_yaw=ENABLED") implies
("sw_control_yawdot=NOTASSIGNED" until
("sw_aah_mode_yaw=OFF" or "sw_aah_power_yaw=DISABLED")

IS012c assert always ("sw_aah_mode_roll=DECEL" and
"sw_aah_power_roll=ENABLED") implies
("sw_control_rolldot=NOTASSIGNED" until
("sw_aah_mode_roll=OFF" or "sw_aah_power_roll=DISABLED")

Multi-part requirements, or requirements affecting a set of state variables, are broken up into different statements with no loss of generality or expression.

These requirements were run through the LCC tool. All specifications were satisfiable given the model, which would be expected. Several vacuous expressions were found for the list of requirements. More work could be explored with this rich example using combinations of requirements as well as feeding back vacuity information into the satisfiability checks. In particular, combinations of requirements IS012 and IS016 would be interesting to analyze in this way.

Four basic controllers were designed from the requirements selected. The Power Controller, shown in Figure 15, resets state variables based on the power state of the ISS SAFER. The Mode Controller, shown in Figure 16a, assigns the software control mode and the software directional control inputs to hand controller inputs based on the state of the hand controller’s mode switch. The AAH Controller, shown in Figure 16b, represents a separate controller for each of the three attitude axis (pitch, yaw, and roll), and commands the AAH power and mode per axis based on several inputs. Finally, the Command Inputs Controller, shown in Figure 17, assigns software directional control inputs to hand controller inputs based on both mode and the
Figure 15: ISS SAFER Power Controller.

Figure 16: ISS SAFER Controllers. a) Mode Controller and b) AAH Controller.
**Figure 17:** ISS SAFER Command Inputs Controller.

\[
\begin{align*}
X & \quad \text{reset:} \\
\text{control}_x & := \text{HCM}_1 \\
\text{control}_y & := \text{NOTASSIGNED} \\
\text{control}_z & := \text{NOTASSIGNED} \\
\text{control}_\text{pitch} & := \text{HCM}_1 \\
\text{control}_\text{yaw} & := \text{NOTASSIGNED} \\
\text{control}_\text{roll} & := \text{NOTASSIGNED} \\
\text{inv:} & \\
\text{hcm}_\text{control}_\text{mode} & = \text{TRANS} \\
\text{hcm}_\text{input} & = 1 \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
Y & \quad \text{reset:} \\
\text{control}_x & := \text{NOTASSIGNED} \\
\text{control}_y & := \text{HCM}_1 \\
\text{control}_z & := \text{NOTASSIGNED} \\
\text{control}_\text{pitch} & := \text{NOTASSIGNED} \\
\text{control}_\text{yaw} & := \text{HCM}_1 \\
\text{control}_\text{roll} & := \text{NOTASSIGNED} \\
\text{inv:} & \\
\text{hcm}_\text{control}_\text{mode} & = \text{TRANS} \\
\text{hcm}_\text{input} & = 1 \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
Z & \quad \text{reset:} \\
\text{control}_x & := \text{NOTASSIGNED} \\
\text{control}_y & := \text{NOTASSIGNED} \\
\text{control}_z & := \text{HCM}_4 \\
\text{control}_\text{pitch} & := \text{HCM}_2 \\
\text{control}_\text{yaw} & := \text{NOTASSIGNED} \\
\text{control}_\text{roll} & := \text{NOTASSIGNED} \\
\text{inv:} & \\
\text{hcm}_\text{control}_\text{mode} & = \text{TRANS} \\
\text{hcm}_\text{input} & = 1 \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Rotation} & \quad \text{reset:} \\
\text{control}_x & := \text{HCM}_1 \\
\text{control}_y & := \text{NOTASSIGNED} \\
\text{control}_z & := \text{NOTASSIGNED} \\
\text{control}_\text{pitch} & := \text{HCM}_2 \\
\text{control}_\text{yaw} & := \text{HCM}_3 \\
\text{control}_\text{roll} & := \text{HCM}_4 \\
\text{inv:} & \\
\text{hcm}_\text{control}_\text{mode} & = \text{ROT} \\
\text{hcm}_\text{input} & = 0 \\
\end{align*}
\]
order of operations in translational commands. For all controllers shown, the leading “sw.” was removed from appropriate state variables for readability.

The SBT Checker analysis found that each of the three AAH Controllers were missing controller locations for several states in the state space. A simple change to the invariant constraint on the hcm_power state variable from hcm_power == OFF to hcm_power != ON in the Off location of each automata was sufficient to fix the problem. This now accounts for the hcm_power state value of TSTON. The redesigned AAH Controllers are shown in Figure 18.

When the controller model, the state model, and the requirements as the unsafe set were run through InVeriant, several controlled constraint merge conflicts were uncovered. First, it was necessary to better specify the behavior of the hcm_aah_led when the AAH axes are in mixed power states. The requirements are unclear on this; requirements IS076 and IS077 both mention the LED and both seem to pertain to actions when all axes are enabled or disabled. However, requirement IS016 clearly states that it is possible to disable AAH per axis. Since the requirements are incomplete in this area, the choice was made to turn off the hcm_aah_led whenever any AAH axis was disabled. The requirements should be updated to more clearly specify this behavior. The second controlled constraint problem had to do with when the software directional control inputs were assigned to a hand controller input. If a location merge had constraints both assigning and unassigning the inputs, the former constraint type was defined to reject that merge. A more correct behavior, based on the priorities given in requirement IS070, would be to prioritize unassignment over assignment when merging dissimilar reset values. The model was updated to reflect that behavior. Finally, it was found that not only did the translational software directional inputs need this priority of unassignment over assignment, but the rotational directional inputs did as well, due to requirement IS012.

Once the controlled constraint merge problems were addressed, InVeriant was able to find many reachable unsafe locations. Several requirements needed updates, such as requirements IS065, IS017 and IS076, which needed to include all of the conditions necessary to have the AAH enabled and in a mode. The AAH Controllers had to be updated to allow the AAH to turn on when the hcm_power was in the TSTON position as well as the ON position, due to requirement IS133. This was incorrectly modified after the SBT Checker analysis, but caught by this tool. This update is shown in Figure 19.

Requirements IS068, IS069, and IS070 must specify that the hcm_power state is not OFF to be entirely correct given the complete controller. Requirement IS069 also needs a concept of the priority between translational axes found in Requirement IS070.
7 Conclusions and Future Work

The VARED tool chain is meant to be a design process and a set of integrated tools that would bring formal methods and analysis to the desktop of the requirements engineer. This effort was successful in many ways in achieving this, and has open work in other areas to more fully realize that vision. The VARED tool chain integrates a state-based requirements and early design methodology for certain types of requirements with NLP and formal methods. The VARED tool has defined interfaces and a graphical user interface, shown in Figure 20, for using most of the parts of the tool chain.

The state-based design methodologies are sensical and expressive for functional software requirements. Performance-based requirements (such as “the controller shall have an overshoot less than” or “shall display the number to three decimal places...”) or requirements that spell out math algorithms (such as “the filter shall be implemented using X algorithm...”), for example, are not well modeled by this methodology. Requirements that dictate control flow, like the many examples found in this report, do work well with the design methodology. Many times, it is this control flow that will suffer from incomplete requirements and misunderstood behaviors more so than requirements that dictate performance requirements. Further work on the state-based design methodology would include creating more structure for choosing and modeling variable types, particularly the dependent state variables.

The NLP integration in the VARED tool still needs a lot of work. The state model query functionality is a good substitute for a domain-specific ontology. Sentence structures and language constructs commonly found in requirements are also well-handled by the new Edith extension. However, the NLP tool set remains a tool for an expert user rather than a requirements engineer. More work is needed to bring this functionality into a domain common to the rest of the tools. First, many of the parts of STAT are unsupported open source tools that could be updated with supported open source libraries. Many of the communications between parts within STAT use sockets, which causes major problems when trying to port the heritage code to a different operating system, which is needed for closer integration with the rest of the VARED tool chain. Further efforts to make this tool more accessible to the requirement engineer’s desktop include creating more user prompts for using appropriate language and expanding the types of prepositional constructs and model queries that can be accommodated by the Edith tool.

The SBT Checker and InVeriant tools are very useful in pointing out problems with both the requirements and the models. The LCC is not yet automated enough to be very useful, though most of the appropriate “checking” functionality is in place. An update from syntactic to trace vacuity detection is desired to handle more complex formulas. Including automated requirement grouping and adjusting satisfiability checks based on findings from the vacuity checks will allow more requirements problems to be caught in this stage instead of later on during the controller model checking. This will aid designers when creating the controller models.
Figure 20: VARED Graphical User Interface.

as more decisions will be made explicit by the requirements.
Further improvements to the InVeriant model checker would be to implement and increase the speed of algorithms that must search along the paths of the appropriate state variables, given a set of initial conditions. It would also be beneficial to loosen the requirement that state-based transitions are based on the passive state variables only, as less modeling abstraction would be needed in some cases. Finally, automatic insertion of requirements as the unsafe set would greatly speed up the verification process.
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9 Appendices

9.1 STAT Installation Guide
STAT Installation

Requirements

- VMWare or VirtualBox
- CentOS 6.5 i386 DVD1 iso file (find a mirror here: http://isoredirect.centos.org/centos/6/isos/i386/)
- Internet connection (for downloading packages)
- EdithBundle.tar.gz (obtain here: http://tommy.jsc.nasa.gov/projects/reconciler.tar)
- Steel Bank Common Lisp
  - Go here: http://sourceforge.net/projects/sbcl/files/sbcl/1.0.37
  - Get the binary tarball: sbcl-1.0.37-x86-linux-binary.tar.bz2

Installation

1. Install CentOS using the iso file with defaults
   a. Create user named analyst
   b. Use at least 2GB of RAM and 2 cores
2. On initial boot up, change settings (for convenience)
   a. Turn off screensaver: System > Preferences > Screensaver > uncheck "Activate ..."
   b. Turn off sleep: System > Preferences > Power Management > Display = Never
   c. Turn off updates: System > Preferences > Software Updates > Check = Never
3. Switch to root user (for all remaining steps)
   
   su -

4. Install software dependencies (may take a while depending on your connection)

   yum -y update
   yum -y install java java-devel mysql MySQL-python mysql-server httpd gd-devel gcc
   emacs autofs yum-utils perl-XML-Parser perl-GD perl-CPAN perl-YAML expat-devel

5. Configure perl and libraries. Enter the command cpan and at the cpan prompt, enter the following (enter after each line)

   o conf build_requires_install_policy yes
   o conf prerequisites_policy follow
   o conf commit
   exit

   Then back at the linux prompt, do:

   cpan Digest::SHA Test::More YAML::XS JSON::XS JSON XML::SAX XML::Simple GD::Text
   ExtUtils::MakeMaker GD::Graph CGI::Pretty Lingua::Treebank Data::Dumper
   Data::Dump Date::Calc Spreadsheet::ParseExcel Time::HiRes

6. Configure hostname (this must be done after cpan)
   a. Open the file /etc/sysconfig/network
   b. Change the HOSTNAME= line to say:
c. Save the file and reboot
7. Install Steel Bank Common Lisp. Note, you may get documentation errors, this is ok. Browse to the directory where the tarball is located, then:

```
tar xjvf sbcl-1.0.37-x86-linux-binary.tar.bz2
cd sbcl-1.0.37-x86-linux
sh install.sh
```

8. Extract the EdithBundle. Browse to the directory where the tarball is located, then:

```
mkdir /tmp/edith
cp EdithBundle.tar.gz /tmp/edith
cd /tmp/edith
tar xvf EdithBundle.tar.gz
```

9. Unpack the main STAT Source directory

```
cd /usr/lib/perl5/5.10.0
mkdir -p --mode 0775 STAT
cd STAT
tar xzf /tmp/edith/stat_source.tar.gz
cd ..
chown -R analyst:users STAT
```

10. Unpack the UCF Source directory

```
cd /usr/lib/perl5/5.10.0
tar xzf /tmp/edith/stat_ucf.tar.gz
rm -f MyConfig.pm
chmod 0775 UCF_NLP-stanford
chown -R analyst:users UCF_NLP-stanford
cd UCF_NLP-stanford
rm -f data/asdf-registry/*asd
make
```

11. Unpack the public STAT Source directory

```
cd /var/www/html
tar --mode 775 -xzf /tmp/edith/stat_source_public.tar.gz
chown -R analyst:users *
```

12. Configure mysql
12. service mysqld start
   chkconfig --add mysqld
   chkconfig --level 2345 mysqld on
   mysql -u root < /usr/lib/perl5/5.10.0/STAT/distribution/bin/mysql_setup

13. Change analyst login shell to tcsh
   
   usermod -s /bin/tcsh analyst

14. Create the .tcshrc file. If you're still logged in as root, type exit, then open a new file called ~/.tcshrc and add the following:

   #!/bin/tcshrc
   setenv PATH ${HOME}/bin:$PATH
   setenv PERL5LIB
   /usr/lib/perl/5.10.0/STAT:/usr/lib/perl/5.10.0/UCF_NLP-stanford/perl
   setenv PERL_AUTOINSTALL '--defaultdeps'
   setenv SPELLCORRECTOR_DIR
   /usr/lib/perl/5.10.0/UCF_NLP-stanford/perl/SpellCorrector
   setenv PENNSERVER_SOCKET /tmp/socket/lispsocket
   setenv PARSER_GROUP users
   setenv PERL_READLINE_NOWARN 1
   mkdir -p /tmp/socket
   alias Stat 'cd /usr/lib/perl/5.10.0/STAT'
   alias ucf 'cd /usr/lib/perl/5.10.0/UCF_NLP-stanford'

15. Reboot the computer
16. Test the installation
   a. Type Stat at the prompt, then run:

      perl -w Spreadsht/loadOnly.pl

      Output should show something like:

      Finished spread loadonly X at ...

   b. Open a second terminal and run:

      ucf
cd lisp
./setupsystem.sh

   Then in the first terminal, run:
perl -w Vared/Vared.pl SAFER_SRS --verbose

Output should look something like:

SALT code dumped to ...

If all that works then you're done!

**Known Issues**

The Stanford Parser (located in ucf/java/stanford-parser) seems to hang sometimes. You can find its process id (so you can kill it) by doing

```
ps aux|grep java
```
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VARED Installation

The following set of instructions will guide the user in installation of the VARED software package.

- **Install Dependencies**
- **Get The Code**
- **Build The Code**

### Install Dependencies

1. **Apt-get will take care of most of them for you**
   
   ```
sudo apt-get install cmake build-essential qt4-dev-tools libboost-dev
   libboost-regexp-dev libboost-filesystem-dev libreadline-dev libxerces-c-dev
   libc++-dev lib32stdc++6 libgmp-dev openjdk-7-jdk flex bison -y
   ```

2. **Set up environment**
   
   a. Java home needs to be set before the code will build. Add the following to your .bashrc or equivalent, with locations changed where appropriate, and re-source
   
   ```
   export JAVA_HOME=/usr/lib/jvm/java-7-openjdk-amd64
   ```

### Get The Code

1. **Create a base directory where you'd like the VARED code to live, then cd to that directory**
2. **Use git to clone the repository (you'll need your username/password), be sure to change the url where appropriate**
   
   ```
   git clone https://bitbucket.org/insert_correct_url/vared.git
   ```

3. **Or if you received a tarball file, extract it:**
   
   ```
   tar zxf vared.tgz
   ```

### Build The Code

1. **Build**
   
   ```
   cd vared
   make
   ```

2. **Source the generated setup file. This will set up the remaining environment variables needed. You may want to add this to your .bashrc or equivalent**
   
   ```
   source vared.bash
   ```

**Note:** Two clean targets are available, clean and spotless. Clean will remove the build, bin, and lib directories. Spotless will eliminate the dependencies which are built such as YamlCpp, Panda, Readline, and SMV and force them to rebuild.
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VARED User's Guide

This document guides a user in the operation of the Verification and Analysis of Requirements and Early Designs (VARED) software suite.

- Acronyms
- Constructs
  - Domains
  - Conditions
- Files
  - Model Files
  - Locations Files
- Applications
  - RCE
  - Vacuity Checker
  - SBT Checker
  - InVeriant
- Graphical User Interface (GUI)
  - Layout
  - Operating the GUI

Acronyms

The following acronyms are used in this guide:

VARED = Verification and Analysis of Requirements and Early Designs

SALT = Smart Assertion Language for Temporal logic

PANDA = Portfolio Approach to Navigating the Design of Automata

RCE = Requirements Conversion Engine

SBT = State Based Transition

Constructs

Domains

A Domain is a construct used to separate models into logical sub models to better model large systems. The domain tag in the model files is required but is currently unused and reserved for future development.

Conditions

A Condition as referred to in this documentation is a construct used by the VARED software to describe logical equations in code. Because logical equations can be nested, they translate well to XML. Using the Condition types AND, OR, EQ, NEQ, LT, LTE, GT, GTE let us build complex logical equations quite simply.

An example equation

\[(\text{VarV} = 0 \mid \text{VarW} = 1 \mid \text{VarX} \neq 2) \& (\text{VarY} > 3 \mid \text{VarZ} \leq 4)\]

and its XML counterpart
Files

Model Files

Model files in VARED are designed to model a state based system. XML is used to describe each state variable, its states, transitions, and constraints. The following is a simple example of two state variables.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<domainList>
  <domain name="vendingmachine">
    <stateVar name="IM" valueType="discrete" controlType="stochastic" description="Inserted money">
      <state name="ENOUGH">
        <transition toState="NOTENOUGH"/>
      </state>
      <state name="NOTENOUGH">
        <transition toState="ENOUGH"/>
      </state>
    </stateVar>
    <stateVar name="ch" valueType="integer" controlType="controlled" description="Change">
      <constraint type="Reset">
        <reset type="EQ" value="F1"/>
        <merge type="Reset" resultType="Reset">
          <mergeCondition type="EQ">
            <variable side="left" name="F1"/>
            <variable side="right" name="S1"/>
          </mergeCondition>
          <mergedConstraint name="F1"/>
        </merge>
      </merge>
    </stateVar>
  </domain>
</domainList>
```

A few things to note (by line number above):

Line 1: The standard XML file header, which is required

Line 3: The domain tag describes a simple name for the domain the state variables reside in. Future development may allow for multiple
domains to interact with each other

Line 4: A State Variable description. The attributes used are as follows:
- name = The name this variable will be referred to throughout the code
- valueType = The data type of the value of this variable. It can be any of: discrete, real, or integer
- controlType = The type of variable. It can be any of: controlled, dependent, path_dependent, or stochastic
- initialCondition = The initial state the variable takes
- description = Any text the user desires to describe the variable

Line 5: A State description. Only used in discrete state variables, and a single attribute name is a string which describes the state.

Line 6: A Transition description. Describes a transition from the state in line 5 to the toState state describe in this tag. Not required for stochastic variables.

Line 13: A Constraint description. Describes various constraints on this variable. This helps when merging the variable with others. The type can be any description the user desires.

Line 14: A Reset description. On a merge, describes the value the variable takes on when reset.

Line 15: A Merge description. Describes what happens when this variable is merged with another variable using this constraint and merge type. The resultType is the final output constraint's type.

Line 16: A Merge Condition description. The condition which describes whether the merge is valid. The type is a Condition Type (described elsewhere). The variables for the merge condition are described inside this tag.

Line 17: A Merge Condition variable. The variables described are used to determine whether the merge is valid, and re-used in the mergedConstraint and reset tags to help determine the final output constraint.

Line 20: A Merged Constraint. This tag name determines which side of the mergeCondition tag ends up in the final output constraint if the merge succeeds.

There is also a dynEquation element, which describes the flow equation of the state variable. It resides in the constraint element and takes a type and value attribute tag, using the same construct as a Condition.

Locations Files

Locations files in VARED are used to describe the various control states the entire system can be in at any given time. XML is used to describe each location and its conditions and constraints. The following is a simple example of two Locations and an unsafe Location.
A few things to note (by line number above):

Line 1: The standard XML file header, which is required
Line 2: The full Location list. All locations go in this list.
Line 3: A Location description. The auto attribute specifies which automata this location is associated with, the name attribute is how the Location will be described in the code and output.
Line 4: A Condition description. The Condition construct as described above is put into XML here. The domain and stateVar attributes refer back to the state variable involved in that condition. The type and value are as referred to in the Condition construct above.
Line 5: A Constraint description. The constraint tag has attributes for domain and variable, as referred to in the state variable which is constrained. The value tag on line 6 is optional, and name/value are also as referred to in the state variable.
Line 30: This Location describes an unsafe location as referred to above. It's marked by a special automata name "unsafe".
Applications

There are four main applications available in the VARED software suite: RCE, Vacuity Checker, SBT Checker, and InVeriant. In order to run any of the applications via the terminal, you must first source the vared.bash setup file:

```
source vared.bash
```

RCE

RCE accepts a Model file and a SALT file as input, and outputs a PANDA file. It may be run from the terminal with the following syntax:

```
bin/rce <model file> <salt file> <output file>
```

Vacuity Checker

Vacuity Checker accepts a PANDA file as input. It may be run from the terminal with the following syntax:

```
bin/vaccheck <PANDA file>
```

SBT Checker

SBT Checker accepts a Model file and a Locations file. It may be run from the terminal with the following syntax:

```
bin/sbtcheck <model file> <location file>
```

InVeriant

InVeriant accepts a Model file and a Locations file. It may be run from the terminal with the following syntax:

```
bin/inv <model file> <location file>
```

Graphical User Interface (GUI)

Layout

The GUI for VARED has a few parts:

1. The Application selection combo box
2. File selection pane
3. Run button Note: Some applications will have a Debug checkbox along with the Run button
4. Status output display
5. Main output display
Operating the GUI

The applications available in the VARED suite are all available as terminal applications, however the GUI makes them much simpler to run. To run an application, follow these steps:

1. Ensure you have sourced the vared.bash setup file in the terminal window you're running. It's encouraged to add this command to your .bashrc or equivalent.

   ```
   source vared.bash
   ```

2. Start the GUI by running the VaredGui binary file located in the bin directory of the VARED project.

   ```
   ./bin/VaredGui
   ```

3. Select the application you'd like to run from the Application selection combo box. This will change the file selection pane to the appropriate input file types required by the selected application.

4. Click the browse button(s) next to each input file and use the file browser to choose the appropriate file. **Note:** An output file will be overwritten if you choose an existing file.

5. If the application you're running has a Debug checkbox, you may click it to get the debug information output from that application.

6. Click the Run button. Your mouse pointer should change to a busy state during the run, and any status and/or errors will be displayed to the Status output display.

7. Depending on the application, the output will be displayed either continuously during the run, or all at the end, in the Main output display.

8. To close the GUI, simply click the X in the title bar or use `ctrl-C` at the terminal window where the GUI was initially run.

A sample InVeriant run:
Running InVariant... Done

WaitingForNewMoney+CoinCollect+NotDispensing+MakeAnotherSelection
WaitingForNewMoney+CoinReturn+NotDispensing+MakeAnotherSelection

Requirement8: 4 / 14 locations merged:
CoinInsertEnoughMoney+CoinCollect+NotDispensing+MakeAnotherSelection
WaitingForNewMoney+CoinCollect+NotDispensing+MakeAnotherSelection
WaitingForNewMoney+CoinReturn+NotDispensing+MakeAnotherSelection
WaitingForNewMoney+CoinReturn+NotDispensing+Vending
The Verification and Analysis for Requirements and Early Design (VARED) tool chain has been developed to put tools for formal methods analysis and model-based engineering methodologies on the desk of the software requirements engineer. The tool chain consists of a natural language processing tool that, once given a set of requirements and a preliminary state model of the system under design, can formalize the requirements in Linear Temporal Logic specifications. These formalized requirements can be checked for consistency (satisfiability and vacuity). The designer is given tools for designing an early representation of the control system described by the requirements, and the final part of the tool chain is a symbolic model checker that can be used to verify the controller design against the formal requirements statements. This report describes the development of the tool chain and the state-based design methodology used in the system development. Several example systems are presented and run through the tool chain, including a real flight system, the International Space Station (ISS) SAFER (Simplified Aid for EVA Rescue). Finally, an analysis of the applicability and strengths and weaknesses of the VARED tool chain is presented.